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Welcome to

Well here we go again. Version 3 of the Educators Guide to Flipgrid ebook. We are 

so honored and humbled by the positive feedback from the educator community. We 

felt compelled to update the ebook again to reflect the most recent updates 

revealed during the Flipgrid Live event on August 1, 2018. You can read what the 

updates include in this blog post (http://blog.flipgrid.com/news/makemagic) and 

in this ebook we’ve given you the HOW and WHY.

We didn’t create this ebook for Flipgrid, we did it for you, our fellow educators! 

Teaching can be very difficult. We hope this ebook will be a helpful guide to get 

you more comfortable using Flipgrid in your classroom and promote more student 

voice and choice in sharing their learning.

Please reach out to us if you have any questions we can help you with. 

Sean & Karly

Using Flipgrid isn’t about recording videos...it’s about 

learning. Learning that is social, personal, can 

happen anywhere and anytime, about making 

connections, it’s deep exploration, and promotes that 

everyone is a teacher and everyone is a learner.

Please Note Flipgrid is available to use on all platforms: iOS, Android, and web. If using a mobile 

device the Flipgrid app must be used to add a response. Teachers will need to access the Flipgrid 

admin with the web or browser on your mobile device. In this ebook the screenshots are taken from the 

web version, but the functions described are very similar regardless of what device you are using.

http://blog.flipgrid.com/news/makemagic
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Section 1: Getting Started
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Check out these getting 

started articles from 

the Flipgrid help 

center. 

Flipgrid Lingo
Grids 
A Grid is your community of learners. Name your Grid and create a custom Flip Code (or use the 

auto-generated one). Educators will now select an option for Grid community type:

School Email Domain - Students enter the Flip Code and verify their school email using 

Microsoft or Google.

Student ID List - Students enter the Flip Code and their unique ID or scan a QR code for 

verification.

PLC and Public - Allow anyone to view videos with just the Flip Code. To record a video, 

participants verify their email address via Microsoft or Google.

Topics

Topics are your discussion starters or prompts. Students respond to Topics.

Responses

These are the students’ videos they record or upload and add to the Topic. This is how they share 

their voice!

Replies

When activated, replies take the discussion one step further by allowing users to add a response 

or “reply” to a response that was added to the Topic. 

Spark

Educators can spark any response into a Topic. This creates a new Topic in the grid based on that 

unique response as the Topic Resource.

Title

When submitting a response to a Topic it can be given a title. If a hashtag (#) is used this allows 

responses to be searched and sorted by title.

Stickie

These are digital sticky notes that can be layered onto your screen when recording a response.

Vibes

Custom messages or feedback provided by the eductor, visible for all to see at the top of their 

video response in a Topic.

goo.gl/EwUByD
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https://help.flipgrid.com/hc/en-us/articles/360007561334
https://help.flipgrid.com/hc/en-us/articles/360007563854
https://help.flipgrid.com/hc/en-us/articles/360007566734
https://goo.gl/EwUByD


Step 1: 

Sign up with Google or Microsoft.

Create your account by logging in with 

your Google or Microsoft account.

Step 2:

 Share a little about yourself.

Enter your information.

Check the box to attest that you are 13+. 

Click “Let’s go!” to activate your 

Flipgrid account.

Creating Your Account
Go to www.flipgrid.com and select 

Congratulations! 
You’re one step closer to amplifying student voice!

Congratulations! 
You’re one step closer to amplifying student voice!
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http://www.flipgrid.com


Creating a Grid
Once you create your account you will be walked through creating your first Grid. 

The great thing about Flipgrid is that it is laid out very nicely and is easy to use. 

Below are the steps you can come back to when needing to create more Grids.

Select                            to get started!
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Check out these quick tutorials 

created by John Bimmerle that walk 

you through the different Grid 

 types along with videos from the 

student side of logging in 

And recording.

goo.gl/R71HLw

The Grid Launchpad will open with three Grid 
Types to choose. Select the category that best 
fits your needs (see Grid Types on page 2) and 
click next. Follow the steps on the next pop up 

window depending on the Grid type. 

Check out this getting started Grid 

for Educators from the Flipgrid 

help center to learn more about the 

different types of Grids and see 

“how-to” videos for creation. 

flipgrid.com/7a1457

https://goo.gl/R71HLw
https://help.flipgrid.com/hc/en-us/articles/360007460474
http://flipgrid.com/7a1457


You’ll need to add a title and description/question to your Topic. 
These are required. The description or question is the prompt 

students will read to know what to respond to.

Adjust the 
Response time 
to fit the needs 

of the Topic and 
your students.
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Bring life to your Topic by 
adding a Topic Resource!
It’s an optional setting, but 

will help getting your students 
engaged in your Topic.

Add a file attachment as an extra 
resource for your students when they are 
preparing to add a Response. This could 
be a HyperDoc, an image, website, etc.
In the most recent update, you can add 

up to 5 attachments.

With Video Moderation turned on, responses to a 
Topic will not be seen publicly until approved.

New is the Topic Tip! 
It will be added to the 

Topic in bright red 
text next to the star.

Adding Topics to Your Grids
Whenever you add a new Grid, it automatically creates an intro topic. Super awesome! To add 

more Topics and get more responses begin at the “My Grids” tab, select the name of the Grid 

you would like to add a Topic to, and select the blue New Topic button.



Adding Topics cont… 

Choose a feedback setting for student Responses. This feature is to allow 
private educator feedback to students. The basic feedback is the default 

setting, while Custom Feedback allows educators to create their own rubrics.

To provide feedback, access the video responses through your Educator 

Dashboard. We discuss giving feedback in more detail on page 11 of this ebook.
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If you're aren't sure what kind of topic to start out with, check 

the Discovery Library. See pages 15-16 for more information!

Make sure and customize the Video Features you would like your 
learners to have access to whenever submitting responses and when 

watching responses that have been added to the Topic.



Responding to Topics
You have two options when adding a response to a Topic. Record a response using your 

device’s camera or upload a previously saved video from a file. Either way follows the 

same basic steps.
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Use the digital stickies to help 
outline a response and not to 
forget what you’d like to say. 

Add as many as you need and 
click to drag them anywhere.

Capture it all! Flipgrid videos 

are now optimized for every 

device, with 16x9 (desktop), 

square, or 9x16 (full-screen 

mobile)! Better yet - if your 

device has two cameras, you can 

use them both by live-flipping 

between the front and back!

New to the Flipgrid recorder is MyView! This is a feature that 

will be more noticeable in responses recorded on mobile. 

Sometimes students record horizontally or sometimes they 

record vertically. Sometimes students record horizontally 

and vertically all in one video. MyView magically moves the 

Flipgrid video player to match your students' creativity!

Click this icon to display the topic’s 
prompt and resource. Click and drag 

it anywhere on the screen.

Click the record button to begin to 
recording your response or use the 
options menu to adjust the settings 

or import a video file,



Responding to Topics cont... 
The most important part of Flipgrid is recording the video. And, while Flipgrid made 

it super simple to record before they somehow made it even easier and gave us even 

more recording abilities (or superpowers as they like to call them =)

Trimming! Did you forget what you were 
going to say at the end of the video? 
Someone drop in unexpectedly at the 

end of your recording? Trim it!

Supercharged Selfies! 
Retake your selfie as many 

times as you would like 
without losing your stickers 

and drawings.

Upload a selfie image or 
select a frame from your 

video. Import an image to use 
as your selfie picture. Don’t 
worry you can still decorate 

your image!
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Title your video! You can also add a hashtag to your title 
which helps when you are filtering videos. Try class 

hashtags like #period1 or subject hashtags like #GRA18.

Add an attachment to your 
video! This can be any URL or 

link to a G Suite or Microsoft file! 
Add More! When you Trim the 

beginning or end of your video, you'll 
unlock additional recording time. 



Ideas ⚡
Living at the top of each new Grid is the Ideas bar. It’s located 

right under your Grid Cover photo. Ideas is a hub for your 

students to share about what they are thinking, reading, watching, 

doing, or creating with their learning community. It gives 

students the freedom to share their voice anytime!

Students can add an Idea by clicking the icon located 
at the top of the Grid. Once selected, students add a 

response just as if responding to a normal topic!
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Select edit and you can customize Ideas like all the other topics. Edit the 
question displayed on the grid. Also you can enable or disable Moderation, 
Student-to-Student Replies, Video Reactions, Stickers, and Attachments!

Don’t want Ideas available to students? 
You can deactivate or freeze the Ideas 

bar anytime in the Grid Details.

In the Educator Dashboard, Ideas 
appear as a Topic with all other 
Topics you’ve added to a Grid.

The question or prompt you provide in the Ideas Topic 
is displayed front and center so it is easily seen.



Spark

Vibes

Have a student response that is out of this world or very thought 

provoking? Educators can spark any response into a Topic. This creates a 

new Topic in the grid based on that unique response as the Topic Resource.

Educators can provide custom messages or feedback to students that are 

visible for all to see. Vibes will be shown at the top of their video 

response in a Topic.

In your Educator’s Dashboard, go to the Grid, then 
Topic and select the student response. Click the 

“Leave a Vibe” that is populated on the response. 
After adding your vibe select to update the response.

In the Educator’s Dashboard, go to the Grid, then Topic 
of the student response you want to Spark into a topic. 
Using the actions dropdown for that response, select 
Spark Response. This will open a window to edit and 

create the Topic. After sparking a response a flame icon 
will appear on the response selfie.

Another great way to highlight a student response 

is to feature it. By clicking the star by the 

response in the Educator’s Dashboard, it will 

place that response at the top of the Topic 

responses when the topic is viewed as a student.
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John B

https://goo.gl/forms/lzhZK7KK7cPIEhrM2
https://goo.gl/forms/lzhZK7KK7cPIEhrM2
https://goo.gl/forms/lzhZK7KK7cPIEhrM2


Tisha Poncio created this 

fantastic, quick video feedback 

rubric to use with your 

students when they

provide a response. 

Providing Student Feedback

Erik Palmer, author of Well 

Spoken, provides rubrics using 

PVLEGS (poise, voice, life, eye 

contact, gestures and speed). Use 

these rubrics as a guide to create 

your own and provide 

custom feedback to 

your students.
goo.gl/WaEgea

goo.gl/tbeU3F

Just click on a student’s response in the Educator’s Dashboard to provide private 

feedback to that student.

Instead of replying to 
the student on the 

topic and seen by all, 
you can give private 

video feedback.

Two options to send private feedback to 
students. Email is the default or you can 

send by a link. Using a link is a great 
option for students that don’t have emails.

Using the Grading Rubric you selected 
when setting up the topic (basic or 

custom), score your students’ responses 
and leave them a text comment.

.Two great resources to help create your own custom rubrics!.
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https://twitter.com/TxTechChick
https://goo.gl/WaEgea
https://goo.gl/tbeU3F

